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ABSTRACT

TRUDEAU, M. B., V. VON TSCHARNER, J. VIENNEAU, S. HOERZER, and B. M. NIGG. Assessing Footwear Effects from

Principal Features of Plantar Loading during Running. Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 47, No. 9, pp. 1988–1996, 2015. Purpose: The

effects of footwear on the musculoskeletal system are commonly assessed by interpreting the resultant force at the foot during the stance

phase of running. However, this approach overlooks loading patterns across the entire foot. An alternative technique for assessing foot

loading across different footwear conditions is possible using comprehensive analysis tools that extract different foot loading features,

thus enhancing the functional interpretation of the differences across different interventions. The purpose of this article was to use pattern

recognition techniques to develop and use a novel comprehensive method for assessing the effects of different footwear interventions on

plantar loading. Methods: A principal component analysis was used to extract different loading features from the stance phase of

running, and a support vector machine (SVM) was used to determine whether and how these loading features were different across three

shoe conditions. Results: The results revealed distinct loading features at the foot during the stance phase of running. The loading

features determined from the principal component analysis allowed successful classification of all three shoe conditions using the SVM.

Several differences were found in the location and timing of the loading across each pairwise shoe comparison using the output from the

SVM. Conclusions: The analysis approach proposed can successfully be used to compare different loading patterns with a much greater

resolution than has been reported previously. This study has several important applications. One such application is that it would not be

relevant for a user to select a shoe or for a manufacturer to alter a shoe’s construction if the classification across shoe conditions would

not have been significant. Key Words: RESULTANT FORCE, SHOES, PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS, SUPPORT

VECTOR MACHINE, PATTERN RECOGNITION

T
he effects of different footwear on the musculoskel-
etal system are often assessed by interpreting the
resultant ground reaction force acting at the foot

during the stance phase of running. The heel impact peak
and the loading rate are often extracted from the ground
reaction force to make conclusions on the beneficial or
harmful effects of different design features such as heel pad
thickness, heel structure, or midsole material (2,7,8,19).
However, the functional interpretation of results using these
variables with respect to their beneficial or harmful effects

on the musculoskeletal system is the subject of current debate
in the literature (18). It may well be that additional kinetic
information is required to develop better functional under-
standing of the effects that different footwear constructions
have on the locomotor system. Measuring the loading pat-
terns across the entire foot combined with pattern recognition
analysis techniques provides potential for gaining relevant
information that has previously been overlooked.

Plantar loading at the foot–shoe interface has been
assessed as a measure of the loading applied to the body
(4,5,8,23,24,26). Knowledge of the force magnitude and
distribution under the entire foot is important because dif-
ferent plantar loading patterns have been shown to affect
proprioceptive feedback (9,15,17). Altering plantar sensory
feedback has been shown to affect the mechanics and
movement patterns during gait (20). In fact, different pres-
sure distribution patterns at the foot change the sensory input
to the human body, which could be altered through footwear
design to optimize comfort and improve perceptual motor
performance (1,5,14,21). In addition, mediolateral pressure
distributions reveal how different shoes may induce different
lever arms and thus influence the stability of the foot (13).
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Most studies that measure plantar pressure report discrete
variables such as peak and mean pressures for large areas, or
‘‘masks,’’ under the foot (5,8,23,24,26). This is because the
analysis techniques used require discrete inputs. Although a
discrete approach is useful for reducing the dimensionality
of a data set, it neglects the high resolution of the foot’s
sensory receptors. Consequently, the use of ‘‘masks’’ may
result in overlooking important information such as subtle
variations of the pressure distribution across the entire foot
over time. Such subtle variations in the pressure distribution
may be clinically important because they can directly affect
the design features of a prescribed orthotic, such as identi-
fying the exact location of required support (e.g., medial or
lateral heel, posterior or anterior midfoot).

This article proposes a new technique that combines a
principal component analysis (PCA) and a support vector
machine (SVM), pattern recognition techniques that have
the power to extract important information from compre-
hensive data sets. PCA allows for the extraction of corre-
lated submovements, called principal components (PC) or
features (11). The first few PC account for the most vari-
ability in the data set and are commonly associated with
important and dominant aspects of the total movement. Al-
though PCA has been used in human movement studies to
identify features of gait (6,16,28), this study is the first to
extract the principal features of loading at the foot from
plantar pressure data. PCA can be used to visualize and in-
terpret differences in loading across footwear conditions. In
addition, it is used to reduce the dimensionality of a data set to
its most important information for enhanced ability to classify
footwear interventions. Data classification tools such as SVM
have recently been used to classify different groups using the
features obtained from PCA analysis (10,28). Combining
PCA and SVM as comprehensive analysis approaches yields
the possibility of gaining knowledge about the specificities of
different footwear conditions.

Therefore, this article’s objective was to develop and use a
comprehensive technique for assessing the effects of different
footwear interventions on plantar loading. To test the effec-
tiveness of this new approach, three different footwear con-
ditions that represented three popular running shoe categories
and that possessed distinct differences in their mid- and
outer sole constructions were selected. The three conditions
were one standard cushioned shoe with a thick midsole, one
racing flat with a thin midsole, and one minimalist shoe con-
dition that mimicked the barefoot condition (e.g., rounded heel
and conforming midfoot). The following four hypotheses
were investigated:

1. Mean pressure patterns will appear different across
running shoes that differ in their construction.

2. Using PCA, distinct loading features will be identified
to provide enhanced functional interpretation of plan-
tar loading during running.

3. Using these features as inputs to an SVM will allow for
successful classification of different shoe conditions.

4. The discriminant that allows classification across shoe
conditions will reveal differences in the plantar pres-
sure distributions among shoes.

The analysis approach proposed in this study provides
detailed information about the relation between shoe sole
construction and plantar pressure loading that is often not
captured in traditional approaches. The proposed approach
allows for extraction of precise information about whether
observed differences in plantar pressure variations between
shoes are meaningful. If differences determined through the
proposed analysis are found to be meaningful, shoe manu-
facturers and testers will know that the plantar distribution is
significantly affected, which may then provide information
about the effects that a shoe has on more proximal joint
kinematics and loading.

METHODS

Participants and Measurement Protocol

Forty-two participants (21men and 21women), mean (T SD)
age of 30.2 T 9.8 yr, participated in this study. Participants
were healthy and physically active recreational runners (Q2
runs per week) with no lower extremity pain or injuries at
the time of testing. Participants were self-described heel
strikers. The heel striking technique was confirmed from
observation during testing and from the plantar pressure
data. All participants provided written informed consent
before the start of data collection according to the policy on
research using human subjects of the institution’s research
ethics board.

Participants warmed up by walking on a treadmill for
2 min and completing four overground running practice trials
in the laboratory before beginning data collection. Participants
then completed 10 overground running trials on an indoor
runway approximately 30 m in length in each of the three shoe
conditions (Fig. 1). All participants were running at the same
speed of 3.33 T 0.50 mIsj1, which was monitored using
timing lights positioned 1.9 m apart in the center of the run-
way. The order in which participants ran in each shoe con-
dition was randomized across participants.

Shoe Conditions

The three running shoes varied in their construction fea-
tures (Fig. 1) and material properties (Table 1). Shoe A was
the Mizuno BE, a minimalist shoe with a thin outer sole
construction, a molded insole, and a curved heel pad. Shoe B
was the Mizuno Wave Rider, a standard ‘‘cushioned’’ run-
ning shoe with a thick outer sole and a middle groove on the
outer sole at the heel. Shoe B possessed the thickest midsole
out of the three shoe conditions. Shoe C was the Mizuno
Wave Universe, a very light racing flat with a thin outer sole.
Shoe C also had a distinct middle groove on its outer sole
heel. The masses of the men’s US size 9 shoes were 193,
270, and 112 g, for shoes A, B, and C, respectively.
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Measurement of Plantar Pressure Distribution

Pressure data from the left foot were recorded at a sampling
frequency of 200 Hz using an instrumented insole (Pedar�-X;
Novel, Germany). Appropriately sized calibrated insoles for
each participant’s shoe size were used. Insoles were 1.9 mm
thick and allowed for collecting pressure data from 99 cells
distributed across the sole. The fourth step of every running
trial was analyzed, which corresponded to a step that occurred
when the participant was running between the timing lights at a
constant speed. Participants wore a small backpack containing
a data logger box to which the insoles were connected via
cables that were secured to the participant’s leg using tape. The
data were transmitted to an SD card in the data logger box and
downloaded to a computer after the experiment.

Data Analysis

Data preprocessing and organization. The force of
each of the 99 cells at each instant in time was calculated as
the cell’s pressure multiplied by its area. Force values of the
99 cells at each instant in time were organized into the shape

of a foot as a 15 (row) � 7 (column) matrix (Fig. 2). Ele-
ments of the matrix that did not represent a cell were set to
zero and did not contribute to the results. These 15 � 7
matrices were called ‘‘force-patterns.’’ Force-patterns were
reshaped into ‘‘force-vectors’’ by appending the 15 rows of
the force-pattern to one another. The force data as collected

FIGURE 1—Shoe conditions. A, Shoe A, Mizuno BE, a minimalist shoe with a rounded heel construction. B, Shoe B, Mizuno Wave Rider, a standard
shoe with a cushioned midsole. C, Shoe C, Mizuno Wave Universe, a very light racing flat.

TABLE 1. Physical characteristics of each of the three shoe conditions.

Shoe A Shoe B Shoe C

Midsole (EVA) hardness Shore C, 70 T 4C Shore C, 55 T 4C Shore C, 56 T 4C
Outer sole (rubber)

hardness
Shore A, 60 T 3C Shore A, 70 T 3A Shore A, 70 T 3A

Heel cushioning
(G score)

22.7G 11.2G 19.4G

Heel outer sole groove
widtha (cm)

N/A 2.7 2.5

Heel outer sole groove
distance from heel
edgea (cm)

N/A 3.0 2.3

aFor men’s US size 9.

FIGURE 2—A, Cell matrix on the Pedar�-X insole. B, Force-pattern
matrix. C, Force-vector. Shaded areas correspond to elements that were
set to zero because they did not represent a cell. These elements did not
contribute to the results.
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from the Pedar system were not filtered. Instead, the data
from each trial (i.e., step) were linearly interpolated to provide
100 time points indicating 1% intervals of the stance phase—a
normalizing process that effectively smoothened the data.
These data were then linearly interpolated to provide 100 time
points for the step. For example, if one running step lasted
300 ms, this step was captured by 60 samples (because the
sampling frequency was 200 Hz). There was one force-vector
per time point, thus 100 force-vectors for each ground contact
(i.e., trial). Therefore, the 10 trials (i.e., 10 steps) of a partici-
pant running in a given shoe condition yielded 1000 force-
vectors. There were 42,000 force-vectors per shoe condition
(i.e., 42 participants � 1000 force-vectors).

PCA. For each shoe, the mean force-vector of that shoe
across trials and participants was first subtracted from the
42,000 force-vectors. Then, the new vectors were organized
as rows forming a shoe-specific matrix. An input matrix was
then created from the three stacked shoe-specific matrices,
yielding a matrix with 126,000 rows and 105 columns
(42000 � 3 and 15 � 7 cells) (i.e., axes of the coordinate
system). A PCA was applied to this input matrix.

The outputs of the PCA are eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of the covariance matrix of the input matrix. The eigenvec-
tors, or PC, represent a new set of axes in the original vector
space defined by the input matrix. Each one of these vectors
represents a part of the variance of the input data set. The PC
are numbered in descending order of the explained variance,
which is indicated by the corresponding eigenvalues. Higher-
ordered PC explain less of the total variance and are often
thought of as noise. It is therefore common practice to reduce
the number of PC to those that explain most of the variance.
However, as shown in previous studies, differences between
conditions, such as shoes, may not be found in the lower-
ordered PC that represent most of the movement’s variance
(16). In the present analysis, we considered those PC that cu-
mulatively accounted for 99% of the data’s variance because
this percentage of accounted variance provided plateau in the
classification rates computed in the subsequent SVM analysis.

To include differences between the mean force vectors of
each shoe condition in the classification procedure described
in the following section, residual vectors that captured this
information were calculated and added to the calculated PC.
Indeed, these mean force-vectors cannot be represented by
the axes of the PC space as calculated using the PCA given
that the means were subtracted before computing the PCA.
Therefore, additional, orthogonal, and residual vectors of the
mean force-vectors were computed. To compute these vec-
tors, the mean force-vector of the first shoe was first
projected onto the PC. These projections were used to re-
construct the part of the mean force-vector that can be cap-
tured by the PC. Next, the reconstructed part of the mean
force-vector was subtracted from the mean force-vector,
yielding a residual vector that is orthogonal to the PC. This
residual vector was added as an additional PC. The pro-
jections onto the PC allowed for full reconstruction of the
mean force-vector of the first shoe. This procedure was then

repeated for the mean force vector of the second and third
shoes. Thus, three additional vectors were added to the set of
PC, for a total of 38 PC.

The amount that each PC contributed to the force-vector
was represented by the corresponding PC-weights. The PC-
weights were computed as the projections of the force-vectors
onto the PC. The PC-weights form a p-vector in PC-space, and
each component of the p-vector represents the PC-weights of
one force-vector. The p-vectors could then be transformed
back, or reconstructed, into the original 105 cell vector-space
to provide force-patterns described by each PC.

The stance phase was subdivided into 100 equidistant
points representing time as a percentage of stance phase
(t%). There was a p-vector for each of these points. For a
given PC, the PC-weights were represented as a function of
t% and shown as a waveform that indicated the contribution
of one PC to the total force-pattern during the entire stance
phase. Thus, positive and negative values in the waveform
indicated whether the forces represented by the PCwere added
or subtracted to produce the total force. However, the overall
reconstructed force will always only contain positive values.

Isolating shoe-specific differences for classification
of trials. Pairwise differences across shoes were assessed
using an SVM. The 100 p-vectors per trial (i.e., step) were
appended to one another and formed one row of a matrix. For
each of the three pairwise comparisons, the rows of the first
shoe were stacked on top of those of the second shoe and
together formed an 840 row (2 shoe conditions � 42 partic-
ipants� 10 trials) and 3800 column input matrix for the SVM
(38 PC � 100 time points). The SVM binomially classified
the trials by identifying an optimal separating hyperplane that
maximized the margin between the data from the two con-
ditions (3).The SVM had two specific outcomes: 1) the
quality of the differences in the force-pattern between shoe
conditions and 2) the actual differences between the shoe
conditions displayed as reconstructed force-patterns. The
quality of the differences between shoes was assessed by a
classification rate calculated using a leave-one-out cross-
validation approach (16). The statistical significance of the
classification rate was assessed using a binomial test, yielding
a two-tailed p-value. The actual differences in the force-
pattern between the shoe conditions were obtained using a
linear kernel function. The linear kernel allowed computation
of a unit vector normal to the separating hyperplane called the
discriminant vector. From the discriminant vector, it was
possible to obtain the spatiotemporal contribution of the cells
of a force-pattern to the separation between two conditions.
To express this force-pattern in the original data’s units (i.e.,
body weight), the discriminant vector, which was calculated
in the PC-vector space, was back-transformed into the 105-
axis space of the original cell data. This allowed for func-
tional analysis of where the differences laid over the foot
between the conditions (25).

All data were processed and analyzed using Matlab soft-
ware (version 2012b; The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The
figures displaying force-patterns were created using the
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Matlab function ‘‘contouf,’’ which interpolated the mean
force between the plantar pressure cells to provide smoother
view of the force distribution across the foot. Although the
force-patterns were best visualized as animations (attached
to this article in Supplemental Digital Content format), the
force-patterns were also displayed for three instances of t%
during stance: 12%, 45%, and 75%. These instances were
selected after pilot studies revealed that they provided the
best visualization of the force-patterns representing three
important phases of stance across all three shoes: heel im-
pact, push-off, and toe-off.

RESULTS

Qualitative differences in force-patterns across
shoe conditions. The mean force-patterns based on the
raw force distribution data seemed different across shoe con-
ditions (Fig. 3) (see Video, Supplemental Digital Content 1,
Mean force distribution patterns for the three shoe condi-
tions and total force across cells for each shoe (14 s, 12.7MB),

http://links.lww.com/MSS/A503. Shoe A displayed a central
pressure point at the heel at 12% stance, whereas shoe C dis-
played dual pressure points at the heel, as follows: one medial
and another lateral at the same time point. At 12% stance, shoe
B displayed medial–lateral distribution of force. At push-off
(45% stance), shoe B displayed more distributed force-pattern
across the sole compared with the minimalist shoes (i.e., shoes
A and C). Shoe A displayed the least amount of force at the
instep of the foot at 45% stance. All shoe conditions displayed
similar force distribution pattern at push-off (75% stance).

Principal features of running. Results from the PCA
revealed PC that represented distinct loading features at the
foot during the stance phase of running. Thirty-five different
PC were necessary to explain 99% of the variance in the
data. The first PC accounted for 51% of the data’s variance.
As seen from the mean reconstructed force-pattern (Fig. 4A),
the first PC represented the loading of the heel and unloading
of the forefoot in early stance (12% stance), followed by the
loading of the forefoot in mid-to-late (45%–75%) stance
(Fig. 4A, top row). The second PC accounted for 23% of the
data’s variance. Each PC represents the variables (i.e., cells
from the instrumented insole) correlated to one another as
per the definition of PCA. Therefore, the second PC’s force-
pattern showed that the heel cells and lateral forefoot cells
are correlated as their loading magnitude increased simulta-
neously (Fig. 4B). The third PC accounted for 6% of the
data’s variance and represented the correlated loading of the
posterior heel and hallux (Fig. 4C) (see Video, Supplemental
Digital Content 2, Mean reconstructed force- patterns for each
PC and corresponding PC weights through time for each shoe
(12 s, 18.7 MB), http://links.lww.com/MSS/A504.

Differences captured by the PC-weight waveforms.
The mean PC-weights through time were different across
shoes for all the PC (Fig. 4, bottom row) (Supplemental
Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A504). For the
first PC, the PC-weights of both minimalist shoes (i.e., shoes
A and C) were similar throughout stance, whereas the slope
of the PC-weight waveform for shoe B was lower throughout
midstance. For the second PC, the peak loadings after heel
impact varied across shoes. Shoe C had the greatest impact
peak, whereas shoe A had the lowest impact peak. Shoe B
had an impact peak magnitude that fell between the other
two shoes but had a substantially lower loading rate than
both minimalist shoes. At midstance, both minimalist shoes
had similar magnitudes, whereas the loading magnitude
for shoe B was slightly lower. For the third PC, shoes A and
C displayed similar magnitudes at 75% stance, but the
weighting magnitude was substantially greater for shoe A
between 15% and 45% stance. The weighting magnitude
was lowest for shoe B compared with that for the two other
shoes at 12%, 45%, and 75% stance. As per their mathe-
matical definition, the sum of the force-patterns of all
PC for each shoe (Fig. 4, top row) (Supplemental Digital
Content 2, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A504) represented
the total force-pattern (Figs. 3A and 4B and C) (Supplemental
Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A503) and the

FIGURE 3—A, Mean force distribution patterns for the three shoe con-
ditions at three instances of the stance phase of running, expressed relative
to the mean ground reaction force, as follows: 12% stance (approximate
heel impact peak), 45% stance (approximate active peak), 75% stance
(approximate push-off). B, Total force across cells for each shoe.
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sum of the PC-weights (Fig. 4, bottom row) (Supplemental
Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A503) of each
shoe represented the total force for that shoe (Fig. 3D).

Quantification of differences across shoe conditions.
Using the force-patterns projected on the first 35 PC and the
three residual means for each shoe, the SVM analysis allowed
for successful classification of all three pairwise shoe com-
parisons. The classification rate computed by the leave-one-
out method was 98.25% for comparing shoes A and B,
99.21% for comparing shoes B and C, and 94.21% for com-
paring shoes A and C. All these classification rates were sta-
tistically highly significant (P G 0.001).

In addition to allowing for the classification of the shoe
conditions, the SVM results also allowed for identifying
where the conditions differed with one another with respect
to the location of the loading under the foot. The location
and timing of the load between shoes varied, according to
the SVM discriminant, across each pairwise comparison
(Fig. 5) (see Video, Supplemental Digital Content 3, Mean
difference force-patterns obtained from the SVM discrimi-
nant vector (12 s, 22.2 MB), http://links.lww.com/MSS/A505).
Differences between shoe A and B at 12% were due to a
central pressure point at the heel for shoe A and greater force
at the anterior aspect of the heel for shoe A (Fig. 5A). At 45%
stance, differences between shoes A and B were due to
greater force at the instep for shoe B and greater force at the
forefoot for shoe A. Differences between shoes A and C at
12% were due to a central versus mediolateral pressure points
for shoes A and C, respectively. At 45% stance, there was
greater force at the instep for shoe C compared with that for
shoe A and greater force at the center of the midfoot for shoe
A. Differences between shoes B and C at 12% stance were due

to greater force at the anteriolateral aspect of the heel for shoe
B but greater force posterior to this region for shoe C. At 45%
stance, differences due to shoe C were at the anterior aspect of
the midfoot compared with the differences due to shoe B.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to develop and use a com-
prehensive technique for assessing the effects of different
footwear interventions on plantar loading. From plantar pres-
sure measurements across different shoe conditions during
running, differences in force-patterns at the foot were obtained,
and these differences were quantified using pattern recognition
techniques. These provided a novel and enhanced way of
assessing plantar loading across footwear interventions.

The force-patterns were different across the shoe condi-
tions tested, which supports the first hypothesis. The dif-
ferences identified in the loading patterns across the entire
foot provided detailed and comprehensive information that
may have been overlooked if the foot had been considered
as larger masked areas. For example, the central pressure
point at the heel in the force-pattern of shoe A at 12% stance
(Fig. 3A) suggests that the foot has the freedom to pivot about
the heel after impact. On the other hand, shoes B and C show
mediolateral pressure distribution (Fig. 3A). This distribution
may be a reflection of the groove present in shoes B and C’s
outer sole. This interpretation may be explained by less sup-
port directly underneath the outer sole groove (i.e., no direct
contact with the ground), likely preventing force from being
effectively transferred to the middle of the heel because of a
lack of midsole plate stiffness. Instead, the medial–lateral heel
supports on shoe B and C’s outer sole provided force to the

FIGURE 4—Mean reconstructed force-patterns at 12% of stance, 45% of stance, and 75% of stance (top row) and the corresponding mean (TSE) PC-
weights through time for each shoe (bottom row) for each of the first three PC. Only one force-pattern is shown for each time point (top row) rather than
three (for each shoe) because the force-pattern is the same for all shoes, with only the loading magnitudes being different across shoes.
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medial and lateral aspects of the heel, which likely affords
greater stability of these shoes in the frontal plane compared
with shoe A, which possessed a rounded heel. The medial–
lateral pressure distribution pattern was less pronounced for
shoe B than for shoe C, which is consistent with previous
findings reporting greater pressure distribution (and therefore
less-defined reflection of the outer sole’s construction fea-
tures) for thicker midsoles (23,26). This information may be
useful for shoe designers because it shows that manipulations

to the outer sole design, especially in minimalistic shoes, can
affect the plantar pressure during running. The potential to
manipulate the force-patterns by altering the outer sole is
important because differences in pressure patterns across the
foot have been found to affect comfort (5).

The principal loading features, or PC, identified in this
study provide enhanced and comprehensive information
about the effect of different shoe constructions. This finding
supports the second hypothesis. The two minimalist shoes

FIGURE 5—Mean difference force-patterns obtained from the SVM discriminant vector at 12% stance (left column), 45% of stance (middle column),
and 75% of stance (right column). The discriminant was back-transformed to obtain the raw data’s units.
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(i.e., shoes A and C) showed similar behaviors with respect
to the shift of loading from the heel to the forefoot, as seen
from the first PC-weights (Fig. 4A). However, these two
shoes differed with respect to the second and third PC
(Fig. 4B and C). PC2 captured the impact phase that is com-
monly interpreted from the vertical ground reaction force. It
showed that shoe B, which possessed the thickest midsole, had
the latest impact peak onset compared with the two minimalist
shoes, which is consistent with results reported previously (27).
PC3 provided information regarding the differences in loading
between the heel/toes and the midfoot (Fig. 4C). The greater
PC-weights for shoe A compared with those for the two other
shoes at midstance indicated that the loading was less dis-
tributed across the length of the sole. This result may either be
due to shoe A’s hollow outer sole at the midfoot or may be an
indication of shoe A’s greater midsole stiffness.

The shoe conditions were classified successfully from a
SVM, which supported our third hypothesis. The first three
PC were sufficient to reveal some differences, but 35 PC and
the residual means were needed to classify the shoes suc-
cessfully. This result is consistent with a previous finding
suggesting that the differences relevant to classification of
the effect of different footwear are captured by higher-order
PC (16). Differences that allow classification of the data can
be found in the SVM discriminant.

The difference patterns computed from the SVM reveal in
great detail where the differences occurred (Fig. 5) (Sup-
plemental Digital Content 3, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A505).
For example, the observation that Figure 5A and C look similar
indicates that the reason may be explained from properties of
shoe B, which had thicker midsole than the other shoes. In both
these plots, shoe B had greater loading at the lateral aspect of
the foot at 12% stance and at the forefoot at 75% stance. This
may be due to a more distributed force pattern compared with
that for the minimalist shoes. In addition, the low loading at
the instep of shoe A observed from the mean force distribution
patterns (Fig. 3A) is reflected in both mean difference force-
patterns involving shoe A (Fig. 5A and C). This was likely
due to shoe A’s thin midfoot outer sole. The result that the
magnitude scale in the difference plots was greatest for the
comparison of shoe A vs. shoe B (Fig. 5A) is likely a con-
sequence of shoes A and B being the most different in their
construction, with shoe A having a rounded (as opposed to
flat) heel and thinner midsole than shoe B. These differences
in force-patterns could be used to modify shoe construction
properties to specific requirements. For example, a shoe that
is modified in a single aspect of its design (e.g., upper or
lacing design) may be compared with the original shoe using
the proposed method to ensure that the force-pattern remains
the same. Such a technique would allow focusing on distinct
design features while ensuring that comfort or performance,
which might be due to loading patterns, is not compromised.

This study’s methodology and results have important prac-
tical applications. One such application is that it would not
be relevant for a user to select a shoe or for a manufacturer to
alter a shoe’s construction if the classification rate from the

SVM would not be significant. Because the differences iden-
tified are shoe specific, they can be used to select a shoe that
fulfills the requirements of a user. The PC described here are
not properties of the individual runners but are rather pro-
perties imposed by a specific shoe. However, alternative ap-
proaches based on the proposed methodology may enable
comparison across individuals or groups of individuals. An
alternative approach would be to extract the principal loading
features of a single person. This approach could be advanta-
geous in a clinical setting where a similar analysis as proposed
in this study could be used in understanding how different
footwear constructions could help neuropathic patients pre-
vent foot ulcers (12,22). In addition, a similar classification
method to the one proposed here could be used as a diagnosis
and/or rehabilitation monitoring tool. Using the classifica-
tion method, neuropathic populations could, for instance, be
identified (i.e., classified vs healthy individuals) with high
accuracy, and interventions can then be provided to reduce
harm on the musculoskeletal system. Similarly, groups of in-
dividuals who respond similarly to a given intervention or
motor task, such as overpronators, could be classified accord-
ing to characteristic force-patterns.

There are limitations to the methods of this study. First,
one must be careful in interpreting the PC-weights from each
PC because they are not independent from one another. For
example, the PC-weights from PC1 are negative at heel
strike (Fig. 4A) and then become positive at push-off. The
negative loading cannot be interpreted without considering
the fact that the PC-weights from other PC contribute posi-
tively to the loading at heel strike, summing to positive total
force at heel strike. Second, the functional interpretations of
the force-patterns from the reconstructions of each PC are
subjective. PCA outputs PC that represent correlated aspects
of the data that contribute most of the data set’s variance.
These features must then be given a context using the
reconstructed force-patterns and the PC-weights. For exam-
ple, because the PCA does not define the sign of the PC,
PC1 in this study can be represented in two ways, as fol-
lows: as the loading of the heel followed by the loading at
the forefoot or as the unloading of the forefoot followed by
the loading of the forefoot. Third, this study aimed to de-
scribe the mean effect of different shoe constructions for
many individuals. Therefore, the results do not consider
the varying effects across different groups of individuals. In
the current study, participants were not screened for any
abnormalities or foot conditions that may have resulted in
them being outliers. Fourth, the 3-mm instrumented insole
added padding to the shoe insoles and potentially reduced the
effect of the shoe outer sole constructions on the loading at
the foot. Thus, in reality, the observed effects may be even
more pronounced. In addition, the cables attached to the par-
ticipants’ legs and the backpack containing the data logger
box may have affected the participants’ gait. However, these
factors were consistent across shoes and therefore likely rep-
resent a bias toward the null (i.e., no difference across shoe
conditions).
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In conclusion, the results demonstrated that correlated
loading features (PC) can be extracted from plantar pressure
data during running using PCA. The first three PC of plantar
pressure described the loading shift from the heel to the
forefoot, the loading of the heel and lateral forefoot, and the
loading of the tip of the heel and hallux. The PC-weights for
each PC allowed for identification of differences and func-
tion interpretations of the effects across all three shoe con-
ditions. An SVM was then used to include the information
of higher-order PC. This allowed classification of shoe
conditions and identification of the relevant locations of
loading differences on the foot due to the shoes. These lo-
cations are found by the algorithm and differ very much
from locations selected by researchers on the basis of in-
formed assumptions. These results provide very detailed
information that allows for interpreting changes in plantar

pressure caused by different shoe constructions. A similar
analysis technique may be used in the future to assess the
effects of different footwear or to compare or diagnose (i.e.,
classify) different groups of individuals (e.g., in a clinical
environment) on the basis of plantar pressure data.
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